Religious Behavior of Indonesian Muslims as Responses to the Covid-19 Pandemic
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Abstract: Covid-19 has become a world pandemic, and Indonesia is among the worse cases. Problems that arise are faced by all parties, including religious elites as well as laypeople. This study was conducted to describe how Muslims in Indonesia responded to and tried to cope with the Covid-19 pandemic. The study uses descriptive qualitative methods to collect data by observation, in-depth interview by phone, and online searching documents. From the research conducted, Islamic mass organizations have a relatively similar opinion that limits religious activities supported by various religious arguments. As for laypeople’s behavior, most are the same as mass organizations and Islamic leaders; very few have different behaviors. In anticipation of the virus spreading, most of them restricted religious activities in full by closing down the mosque and stopping public prayers. Few remained active as before the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Introduction

Covid-19 pandemic has made the world’s conditions overwhelmed with big problems.¹ Since it first appeared in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, this deadly virus has infected two million people in more than 200 countries globally and has a considerable impact ranging from psychological, social, to economical impact.² The Covid-19 transmission process between humans is pretty fast,³ so the more people who interact and gather with infected people, the faster the transmission.⁴

Covid-19 is easily spread in a gathering place for people or crowded places, one of which is a place of worship.⁵ Many religious practices and rituals worldwide are vulnerable to becoming a media for the spread of Covid-19, including gathering in public spaces with many people, greetings by handshaking, and touching (considered-sacred) objects.⁶ As happened in South Korea, the coronavirus case first appeared in the middle of January 2020 in the Daegu area that hosts about 2.5 million people. One of Covid-19’s scattering points in South Korea comes from the church in Daegu city, which is a continuous transmission chain, with 55% of cases related to the church cluster.⁷ In Zhejiang Province, China, there were also cases of hundreds of Buddhists who were worshiping in a temple. Covid-19 infected a 64-year-old female worshipper. The woman interacted with other worshippers at the temple, and in turn, some of them were finally got infected with Covid-19.⁸

A grand tabligh event held at the Sri Petaling Kuala Lumpur Malaysia mosque from February 28 to March 1, 2020, which was attended by more than 16,000 people from 26 countries, was also the center of the spread of the Covid-19 case.⁹ Furthermore, two religious seminars held in Bogor, West Java, Indonesia, became the source of the spread of Covid-19 in Indonesia.¹⁰

Many countries with a Muslim majority have been exposed to Covid-19, such as Iran, which then transmits to Afghanistan, Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and then United Arab Emirates. Global-scale transmission is vulnerable in Muslim countries by
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religious tourism in these countries. As happened in Saudi Arabia, based on 2019 data, there are 7.5 million people who come from 180 countries around the world who perform the pilgrimage. Saudi Arabia became one of the countries whose population was infected and became the center of the possibility of being a Covid-19 transmission center of positive citizens from various countries in the world.

As one of the countries with the fourth most populated globally, Indonesia is very vulnerable to the pandemic, Covid-19. The government faces a difficult task to control the mobility of more than 240 million people, spread in 34 provinces and more than 500 cities consisting of islands that are separated from each other. Indonesia faces a crucial problem in dealing with Covid-19. In addition to geographical issues, Indonesia also faces problems with the heterogeneity of its population. Indonesian society is heterogeneity in terms of education, economic level, ethnicity, religion, culture, and political choices. So that the virus is estimated to quickly spreading.

Indonesia is also the largest Muslim country in the world. The Muslim population, which is 80% of the total population of 240 million, makes an obviously large number. It also has consequences for many places of worship of Islam in Indonesia. Activities of worship for Muslims also have a greater frequency because of the five daily prayers usually held in a congregation (jama'ah) in a mosque. From the Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs’ data, there are approximately 242,823 mosques and 269,076 mushallas (smaller mosques) throughout Indonesia. In Jakarta alone, there were at least 73 worshipers in a mosque infected with Covid-19; they were then isolated at a dedicated hospital to cure the pandemic case, Wisma Atlet, after undergoing a rapid test. The West Java Provincial Government also said that it would immediately conduct Covid-19 tests on 5000 kiai (Muslim leaders) in boarding schools spread in West Java.

Indonesian Muslims also have many religious traditions of festivities that enable Muslims to gather in their practice. Some examples are tahliilan that is a tradition of reading prayers and sentences of la ilaha illallah or verses of the Koran to commemorate and pray for the dead people. Tahliilan is usually performed during the first seven days of a person’s death, on the 40th day, the 100th day, and the 1000th day. Besides, there are also activities to commemorate the Prophet Muhammad’s birthday.
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(Maulid Nabi), the Isra’ Mi’raj, the Hijriyah new year, and so forth. Indonesia also has Islamic mass organizations; among the largest are Nahdlatul Ulama, Muhammadiyah, Persatuan Islam, and Al-Irsyad.

Religious behavior in the face of a pandemic is interesting to be studied. Religion has a vital role in dealing with all aspects of life. In any situation, religious activities become a manifestation of the existence of the community. The world has noted that religion contributes significantly to shaping humanity's history and civilization, including during the pandemic crisis. Previous research on the Ebola Pandemic found that religious beliefs and practices shape (positively and negatively) how to care for the sick, stigma patterns, and gender roles. Throughout the crisis, religious institutions have provided services including health, education, and social support.

However, not much research explicitly has been done to examine Muslims’ behavior in Indonesia in dealing with a pandemic, let alone related to the Covid-19 pandemic. Therefore, this study was conducted to reveal how the laypeople Muslims’ behavior, Islamic leaders, and Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia dealt with Covid-19. This study also analyzes how their behavior correlates with Skinner’s Behavior Theory and Maslow’s Needs Theory. This study can be a reference for policymakers to plan and fight the crisis effectively by increasing the stability of people’s feelings. This study also has a strategic contribution globally, as Indonesian Muslims represent a large part of society. Besides, given that Indonesia is the largest Muslim population country in the world, its existence tends to be taken into account and is often a reference for world Muslims.

Method

This study uses descriptive qualitative methods, which describe how the Indonesian Muslims’ behavior in responding to the Covid-19 pandemic. Data collection is done by observing mosque activities in the Capital City of Jakarta, West Sumatra, Jambi, and Madura. In addition, it also carried out in-depth interviews by interviewing the mosque officials who closed the mosque to break the chain of transmission of Covid-19. We also searched documents online on the Indonesian Islamic mass organization’s official website and from releases published on the mass media. The documents collected were in the form of decrees, releases, and official press releases of the foremost Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia, namely the Indonesian Ulema Council (or Majelis Ulama Indonesia) as a council of all Islamic mass organizations, Nahdlatul Ulama, Muhammadiyah, Persatuan Islam, and Al-Irsyad. The certificate that has become a press release is then combined with the leaders’ statements (or religious elites) quoted by various online media. Data on Islamic leaders' behavior and actions relating to the Covid-19 pandemic were collected through online media and social media, such as YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook, which originated from each character’s official accounts, the media that made the figures as resource persons. This kind of latest data on Indonesian Muslims’ general

behavior is obtained from online media that specifically report on Muslim activities relevant to implementing specific religious activities/rituals, such as Friday prayers, praying in congregation in mosques, recitation, holidays, and other religious activities. The data collected and described were then analyzed using Skinner’s behavior theory\(^\text{25}\) and Maslow’s theory of needs\(^\text{26}\). Analysis of behavior theory can also be applied to analyze individuals' and groups' behavior, including institutional structures.\(^\text{27}\)

**Result and Discussion**

**Religious Mass Organizations’ Behavior**

Behavior is a response that arises due to the stimulus. Responding to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Majelis Ulama Indonesia specifically made a fatwa relating to Covid-19, on a letter number 14, dated March 16, 2020, which contained the obligation to isolate oneself who had been exposed to Covid-19. It is even haram (illicit) for the infected patient to perform sunnah (additional, not obligatory) worship, which caused other people to be exposed, such as **Tarawih** and **Eid al-Fitr** prayer. When the Covid-19 pandemic is out of control and threatens lives' safety, Friday prayers should not be held at the mosque and replaced with Dhuhr prayers at home. Likewise, other religious activities that involve a crowd of people are totally prohibited— instructed to ensure that there is no direct physical contact, such as shaking hands, hugging and kissing hands, and diligently washing hands with antiseptics soap.

Another organization, Nahdlatul Ulama, through a circular letter numbered 3953/C.I.034.04.3030, signed by Rais ‘Aam KH Miiftachul Akhyar, Khatib’ Aam KH Yahya Cholil Staquf, PBNU Chairperson KH Said Aqil Siroj, and Secretary General H. A Helmy Faishal Zaini, dated April 3, 2020, issued a decision to break the chain of distribution of Covid-19. One way is to avoid the activities of meeting and gathering Muslims in large numbers. The implementation of worship such as **Tarawih** prayer, which is usually done in a congregation (**jama’ah**) in mosques and prayer rooms, is enough to be held in own homes during the pandemic period. Likewise, the **Eid** prayer during the Covid-19 pandemic did not take place at the mosque. The hospitality activities on the **Eid al-Fitr** 1441 Hijriyya (2020) must refer to the provisions and policies of social restrictions and maintain physical distance determined by the government.

Muhammadiyah, the second-largest Islamic mass organization in Indonesia, also responded to the Covid-19 pandemic by issuing a circular letter regarding guidance for worship in Covid-19 emergency conditions, number 02/EDR/I.0/E, issued March 24, 2020. which required physical and social distance. The five daily prayers, which are usually held at the mosque/ **mushalla** are now to be held in own homes. Likewise, the implementation of Friday, **Tarawih**, and **Witr** prayers on the month of Ramadhan experienced changes. Muhammadiyah also excludes religious lectures, congregational meetings, and
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i’tikaf activities in mosques. Eid Al-Fitr Prayer - because its original law is *sunnah* - does not need to be held.

Persatuan Islam also issued a circular letter relating to the *Hisbah* View on the impact of corona according to Islamic law, which was published on March 18, 2020. When the Covid-19 pandemic is out of control, the Friday prayer can be replaced by the Dhuhr prayer, especially when it could not be carried out in safety measurement. The same thing was stated by the mass organization Al-Irsyad, through Fatwa of the Al-Irsyad Fatwa Council, No: 026/DFPA/VII/1441, dated March 18, 2020, which allowed Muslims not to pray in congregation in the mosque even though they felt well. For areas in active Covid-19 transmissions, citizens are encouraged to isolate themselves at home, and Friday prayer obligations at the mosque can be aborted and replaced with Dhuhr prayers at home.

**Religious Elites’ Behavior**

In addition to Islamic mass organizations, certain behaviors were also expressed by Islamic leaders in Indonesia. One of them, KH. Abdullah Gymnastiar, the caregiver at Daarut Tauhid Islamic Boarding School in Bandung, West Java, who directly went to the field, met with the community, conducted socialization and awareness on the dangers of Covid-19 and its handling efforts. According to him, religion exists to bring benefit and avoid harm. Citing the *Sharia* law, he stated that “Eliminating harm is more important than bringing benefit. In the current situation, we get the same reward as going to the mosque, even though we pray at home. Even the rewards increase because we do no harm against others”.

Another Islamic leader who has a stance on the spread of Covid-19 is Ustadz Abdus Shomad. He stated that “The Prophet Muhammad taught us: if you hear there is an epidemic in an area, do not you dare to come to that place. Furthermore, if you are already in an area where there is an epidemic, then do not leave the area. Besides, the Prophet Muhammad also ruled if you meet people with infectious diseases, then run away like people running away from the pursuit of a lion. At the time of the Caliph Umar, there was a plagued area, then the Caliph Umar was invited to move from that place to a sterilized place from the plague that was still empty, not occupied by humans. Keeping a distance among others by not touching or shaking hands in the current situation is practicing the *sunnah*. So we have to keep our distance, not crowding, and even I do not hold a public recitation, let alone a grand *tabligh* in a current situation. In Egypt, which has fewer victims than Indonesia, the *ulama* has given a fatwa aborting the obligation to pray on Friday and pray five times at the mosque. So, Indonesia is not wrong if doing so.”

Habib M. Quraish Shihab, the founder of the Center for the Study of the Qur’an (Pusat Studi al-Qur’an) in Jakarta, also stated, “Responding to the Corona disaster which has engulfed the world and also regarding good and innocent people. This is a disaster that is a test and warning from God for the human race, who today are proud and feel able to do everything. Good people who die because of corona will be rewarded by Allah, as conveyed by the Prophet Muhammad, that those who die due to a *thai’un*, an illness that was plagued during the time of the Prophet Muhammad or his companions, they are regarded as *syahid*. It is the same as those of martyrs who died in holy battle defending the truth.
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The virus can also be named as demons. One of them is a story in the Koran that tells the Prophet Ayyub who said, ‘the devil has befallen me with a disease which afflicts and torments me.’ The Prophet Muhammad also stated that *tha‘un* was the devil's work, the work of the hidden genie. Because it is a demon we must fight, we must avoid, and we must fight.”

**Discussion**

Responses given by the Muslims in general in Indonesia can suppress the spread of Covid-19. It can be seen from comparing the conditions at which the fatwa was valid and was implemented and no longer implemented. First, when the fatwa was implemented, the number of Covid-19 sufferers in Indonesia was around 32,033 positive cases. Meanwhile, at the end of January 2021, positive cases in Indonesia reached 951,651 people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>The End of the Fatwa Takes Place</th>
<th>Fatwa Not Implemented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 June 2020</td>
<td>The number of new cases was 847 people</td>
<td>The number of new cases is 11,703 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The number of positive cases was 32,033 people</td>
<td>The number of positive cases was 951,651 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The number of patients who died was 1,883 people</td>
<td>The total number of patients died was 27,203 people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Researchers Processed from Various Sources, 2021).

As for Muslims’ behavior in Indonesia facing Covid-19, the attitude generally appeared to be in accordance with what was conveyed by Islamic mass organizations and Islamic leaders. It can be seen from the closure of major mosques. The mosques also do not hold Friday prayers, pray in a congregation for five times, nor do the regular public festivities. A small portion of Muslims behaves differently by opening mosques for congregational prayers and Friday prayers, especially those in suburban, rural, and remote areas. However, they also no longer hold routine festivities as were usually done before the pandemic. The Indonesian Muslims also avoided as for relating to religious routines such as grand *tabligh* (public sermon), *tahlilan*, *tasyakuran*, and others. They prefer to maintain social contact. However, some habits still have not been disciplined about maintaining physical contact; they keep shaking hands when they meet each other, even though they are accustomed to wearing masks and washing the hands routinely.

The Behavior Theory can be used to analyze the behavior of Muslims, Islamic leaders, and Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia in relation to Covid-19. According to Skinner, behavior arises as a response to a stimulus originating from external factors. In Skinner’s Theory of Behavior, the same
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response will arise if the stimulus is also the same.\textsuperscript{31} The behavior of lay Muslims, Islamic leaders, and Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia is clearly a response that emerged after the Covid-19 pandemic. Their behavior is then manifested in the practice of religious rituals or daily worship. The behavior of Friday prayers together at the mosque, praying in congregation five times at the mosque/mushalla, opening mosques to carry out various religious activities, and festivities were drastically changed by the existence of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Syafirman, \textit{takmir} of Nurul Falah Mosque, Agam West Sumatra (Figure 1), said on a phone interview on April 15, 2020, that based on the MUI’s edict and the West Sumatra Governor’s Circular, so that mosques in areas in the red zone did not carry out congregational and Friday prayers, the committee decided to stop prayer congregation and Friday prayers at this mosque.

Meanwhile, according to Ustadz Taufiqurrahman, \textit{takmir} of Baiturrahman Mosque, North Jakarta, on a phone interview on March 20, 2020, his party agreed to temporarily close Friday prayer activities, praying in a congregation for five times, including recitation, after learning that Jakarta was part of a pandemic Covid-19. “Avoiding harm is better than taking advantage is the fiqh rules taught by the ulama. We never know which person among us exposed to Covid-19 who came to the mosque, then joined the prayer with us, and those who worshiped at the mosque then returned to their homes and transmitted Covid-19 to families at home, including parents and children. So we chose to temporarily refrain from holding regular worship activities at our mosque.”

The similar policy was also conveyed by KH. Ad-Dailamy, chairman of the Abu Hurairah Mosque’s board of \textit{takmir}, in Sapeken, a small island of Madura, East Java. They deliberately negate the prayer activities in a congregation on the grounds of avoiding harm that occurs if worshipers exposed to Covid-19 come to the mosque and transmit it to other worshipers, even more so with the condition of health facilities on Sapeken Island that are inadequate to deal with Covid-19 patients. “If

there are residents exposed to Covid-19 then come to the mosque, and interact with other worshipers, then when other worshipers are exposed, residents of one island may be exposed eventually. While in our island Sapeken there are no hospitals, no lung specialist doctors, no health facilities that allow people exposed to Covid-19 to be treated. There is only Puskemas, and only residents can be taken to Bali or to Surabaya, while the distance to Bali and Surabaya is quite far, it can take three days to arrive, what will be taken there. We better prevent it.” said KH. Ad-Dailam on a phone interview on April 5, 2020.

The mosque officers even posted a large banner in front of the mosque informing the rule should be obeyed by anyone who visits the mosque (Figure 2). The banner shows that people should keep the distance from others, avoid physical contact, and any other measurements considered as Covid-19 protocol. Besides pausing the congregation activities, the banner publication is one of the institutional efforts in coping with the pandemic.

Behavior arises as a response to avoid undesirable things and to get something desired, also an attempt to save themselves, avoid danger, and in the end, is survival. In addition to encouraging the avoidance of undesirable things, in the form of illness and death, and to get the desirable thing, namely healthy living, the behavior of Islamic mass organizations, Islamic leaders, and Muslims in Indonesia, in general, are also driven by a belief in the truth of the teachings of the religion of Islam. At this stage, the religious doctrine adopted is the response that has been taught and received, in the form of information obtained through the Koran and Hadith. These arguments were first used as a basis for consideration to make a decree or take a decision regarding religious rituals, before consideration of health factors and the threat of a pandemic. This is in line with, most Muslims, see Islam as a way of life and follow Islamic instructions in all their daily practices.

The Behavioral Theory is relevant to describe the behavior of Indonesian Muslims, but it is not enough to analyze it, so it must also be juxtaposed with the Theory of Needs proposed by Abraham
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Maslow. Maslow said there are five human needs: physical needs, security, affection, recognition, and self-actualization. The five needs are met in stages, starting from physical needs. In reviewing the Theory of Needs, then after getting a sense of security, then religious leaders, Muslims, and Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia actualize their religion’s teachings. They did not come to the Koran recitation, closed the mosque, did not hold the five daily prayers at the mosque, and did not hold the Friday prayer activity is the need for the actualization of religious teachings in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. In Islam, self-actualization to implement religious teachings means meeting the need to follow religious teachings, and because following religious teachings, are rewarded in the hereafter.

In Maslow’s view, needs are the main force that sustains the behavior of people and society. Needs directly influence thinking and acting so that what is done by individuals or groups is basically based on needs. Human needs basically drive the behavior that arises. Fulfilling the highest needs is self-actualization. If humans do something based on self-activation, then it really is at the peak of their needs.

The behavior that appears in the lay people, figures, and mass organizations of Islam in Indonesia is clearly linear with Abraham Maslow’s Theory of Needs. It is just that, if Maslow states that needs are met in stages starting from physical needs, and so on the behavior of the people, leaders, and Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia, the Theory of Needs is not done in stages, but carried out simultaneously. On the one hand, the people and leaders want to survive the illness and death caused by Covid-19, but at the same time, they do so because they actualize themselves to carry out religious teachings that are believed to be true. On that basis, they did it and believed that by doing so they not only avoided Covid-19, but also practiced what was supposed to be done through the religious perspective. In turn, they were going to be rewarded with merit, and the ultimate reward will be heaven. It is precisely to get a sense of security of pain and death; they actualize themselves by carrying out religious orders, as stated in a circular of mass organizations and opinions of religious leaders conveyed to the public.

Conclusion

The behavior of Muslims, Islamic leaders, and Islamic mass organizations in Indonesia in response to Covid-19 is relatively uniform. They try to limit the distribution by breaking the chains. Breaking the contagion chain also changed the behavior of their religious activities by restricting congregational activities in the mosque, both for fardhu, compulsory worships, and sunnah, additional ones. In
behavior theory, this is the response given to Covid-19. The behavior is in line with Maslow’s Theory of Needs that needs drive behavior. In this case, between fulfilling the need for security and fulfilling the need for self-actualization to carry out religious teachings to practice the good deeds.
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